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A B S T R A C T
Parameter uncertainty in atmospheric model forcing and closure schemes has motivated both parameter estimation
with data assimilation and use of pre-specified distributions to simulate model uncertainty in short-range ensemble
prediction. This work assesses the potential for parameter estimation and ensemble prediction by analysing 2 months of
mesoscale ensemble predictions in which each member uses distinct, and fixed, settings for four model parameters. A
space-filling parameter selection design leads to a unique parameter set for each ensemble member. An experiment to
test linear scaling between parameter distribution width and ensemble spread shows the lack of a general linear response
to parameters. Individual member near-surface spatial means, spatial variances and skill show that perturbed models
are typically indistinguishable. Parameter–state rank correlation fields are not statistically significant, although the
presence of other sources of noise may mask true correlations. Results suggest that ensemble prediction using perturbed
parameters may be a simple complement to more complex model-error simulation methods, but that parameter estimation
may prove difficult or costly for real mesoscale numerical weather prediction applications.

1. Introduction

A canonical approach to accounting for uncertainty in mesoscale
numerical weather prediction (NWP) model formulation is to
use several different models in an ensemble prediction system
(e.g. Stensrud et al., 2000; Ziehmann, 2000; Hou et al., 2001;
Grimit and Mass, 2002; Stensrud and Yussouf, 2003; Eckel and
Mass, 2005; Clark et al., 2008; Hacker et al., 2011). Models are
different if they contain different equation sets, where the differ-
ences may be in the resolved-scale dynamics or the subgrid scale
and forcing schemes (so-called model ‘physics’). Published lit-
erature typically distinguishes between ensembles using only
different physics (multiphysics or multischeme) and ensembles
that include different dynamical equations (multimodel). Em-
pirical evidence for predictive probabilistic skill from the use of
multimodel or multiphysics ensembles has provided motivation
for continuing to deploy and study them.

Multimodel or multiphysics ensembles have some drawbacks.
Because each member of the ensemble is a realization from a
different distribution, and will predict a trajectory on a different
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attractor, it is not obvious how to interpret ensemble covari-
ances. Thus a powerful outcome of an ensemble prediction may
be compromised. Secondly, biases of individual members also
need to be considered, and possibly removed (e.g. Eckel and
Mass, 2005) before forming probabilistic predictions. Although
methods exist for calibrating multimodel ensembles, such as
the standard inference technique of Bayesian model averaging
(Raftery et al., 2005), different error distributions for each mem-
ber complicates calibration efforts. Thirdly and more practically,
multimodel or multiphysics ensembles incur greater develop-
ment and maintenance costs (as pointed out by Bowler et al.,
2008). For example, a 10 member multiphysics ensemble with
unique microphysics, turbulence, radiation and deep convection
schemes for each member would require a total of 40 schemes.
Development of each is typically a multiyear effort. While this
may be feasible for community models, operational forecast
centres must still subject each scheme or set of schemes (a suite)
to thorough testing. Finally, changing schemes may necessitate
changing the variables carried by the model; for example, differ-
ent microphysics schemes represent different species of water,
and some combine multiple hydrometeors into a single variable.
Thus, identical use across members of model output in order
to drive secondary or diagnostic models becomes impossible.
Difficulties with interpreting, developing and maintaining them
motivate efforts to find alternatives.
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430 J. P. HACKER ET AL.

Perturbing parameters within a single physics suite offers an
alternative to multimodel ensembles. It eliminates the need to
develop and maintain multiple schemes, and forecast centres can
devote resources to finding optimal sets of parameters. Forecasts
using each parameter set would still need to be evaluated to avoid
poor performance, and the performance response to parame-
ter variations may yield information helpful for improving the
schemes themselves. The drawback to a perturbed-parameter ap-
proach is that it cannot represent all model errors, such as when
model structure is incorrect in addition to errors in parameter
specification.

Perturbed parameters have been used recently in ensemble-
prediction studies, with some success. Murphy et al. (2004)
and Stainforth et al. (2005) describe climate-prediction ensem-
bles using perturbed parameters, finding sensitivity and reject-
ing some parameter sets based on poor fits to past climate.
Bowler et al. (2008) described the use of multiple parame-
ters, each evolving in time with an auto-regressive process to
add stochasticity, in the Met Office ensemble prediction sys-
tem. Although it helped the ensemble performance, a study
of systematic or linear responses was not reported. Detailed
characterization of the mesoscale response to the perturba-
tions at weather-prediction time scales is still lacking in the
literature.

Given observations and an ensemble making use of perturbed
parameters, one possible approach to improving the model is
estimation of parameters and their uncertainty through data as-
similation. Theory for parameter estimation, particularly with
linear state estimation techniques, is well established (cf. Cohn,
1997). Annan et al. (2005a,b) demonstrated the potential for esti-
mation of several parameters in an ocean model and atmospheric
GCM, respectively. Aksoy et al. (2006a,b) examined the poten-
tial in a 2-D sea breeze model and a mesoscale NWP model,
respectively. More recently, Tong and Xue (2008) examined the
potential for estimation of microphysical parameters with an
ensemble filter, finding that estimating multiple parameters is
difficult because the strength of the parameter–state relationship
decreases as the number of parameters increased. Posselt and
Vukećević (2010) also considered microphysical parameters but
emphasized the complex relationship between those parame-
ters and the microphysical fields, without attempting parameter
estimation.

Successful parameter estimation requires a robust relation-
ship between parameters and state variables that are observable,
and a linear or at least monotonic relationship eases the problem
considerably. Nielsen-Gammon et al. (2010) refers to a param-
eter that results in a reasonably strong and unique relationship
between parameters and state variables as distinguishable, and
we adopt the same terminology.

In this work, we explore relationships between parameters
and predictions to address some general outstanding questions
related to varying parameters in a realistic mesoscale ensemble
forecast system. Defining ‘reasonable’ parameter variations to

be near the range of expected uncertainty found in the literature,
the goals can be summarized broadly as follows.

(i) To quantify the ensemble spread in near-surface predic-
tions produced by reasonable parameter variations.

(ii) To determine whether reasonable parameter variations
necessarily create an inferior or superior model.

(iii) To find relationships between parameters and predictions
that can be exploited with linear data assimilation techniques.

Unlike most previous studies, we consider variations of mul-
tiple parameters simultaneously and within the context of a full
ensemble-forecasting system, in which the ensemble is also in-
fluenced by uncertain initial conditions (ICs) and boundary con-
ditions. Our results concerning relationships between parameters
and predictions, or the lack thereof, are necessarily more pes-
simistic than previous studies; that is, we find little evidence that
strong linear parameter–state relationships are common. Nev-
ertheless, to the extent that model solutions may depend non-
linearly on the parameter variations, experiments with multiple
parameters and with other sources of noise (such as initial and
boundary conditions) are necessary to evaluate how parameter
variations will influence forecasts in practice.

Most of our experiments are also restricted to small ensem-
bles (10 members) owing to our interest in specific operational
applications (Hacker et al., 2011), which include computational
limitations. With such small ensembles we are less likely to ac-
curately estimate correlations, but strong correlations should still
be measurable. We apply field significance tests to assess, for
each forecast and each lead time, whether the parameter–state
correlations computed from the ensemble are a chance occur-
rence or indicative of a robust parameter–state relationship that
could be the basis for parameter estimation within a wide range
of flows. Results show that the forecasts are dominated by lack
of significant correlation, but intermittent and spatially coherent
patterns of significant correlations can exist.

Section 2 briefly explains the ensemble design, parameters
explored and methods for choosing them. Section 3 presents
a demonstration of forecast sensitivity to individual parame-
ters, and provides an example of the ensemble spread resulting
from simultaneous parameter perturbations. Those results pro-
vide context for Section 4, which explores distinguishability
resulting from parameter perturbations with individual-member
forecast means and errors. Section 5 presents spatial structures
of correlations between parameters and forecasts, including field
significance testing, to understand the frequency of robust cor-
relations. Further comments and summary are in Section 6.

2. Ensemble design

Ensemble-member diversity in this experiment comes from
three sources intended to capture some part of ICs, boundary-
condition and model uncertainty. A global ensemble provides
ICs and lateral boundary conditions (LBCs) for forecasts with
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the Advanced Research version of the Weather Research and
Forecast (WRF) model (Skamarock et al., 2008). Multiple
parameter sets within a single physics suite accounts for some
model uncertainty within the mesoscale WRF domain (!X = 45
km). Except where noted, the ensemble contains 10 members.

The global ensemble is the U.S. National Centers for Envi-
ronmental Prediction (NCEP) global ensemble forecast system
(GEFS; see Wei et al., 2008). In GEFS, an ensemble transform
rescales perturbations every 6 h, and recentres them on NCEP’s
operational deterministic analysis given by the NCEP Gridpoint
Statistical Interpolation [GSI; Kleist et al. (2009)] 3-D varia-
tional data assimilation scheme. A new set of perturbations are
computed every 6 h, and each is rescaled according to the analy-
sis error variance as specified in the GSI. The ensemble is deliv-
ered with a horizontal grid spacing of 1#, a vertical grid spacing
of 25 hPa and a time step of 6 h. We use the first 10 members
for the WRF ensemble.

Sea surface temperature (SST) analyses from the U.S. Navy,
and soil analyses from the U.S. Air Force, provide surface and
subsurface initialization. Each ensemble member uses the same
static SST field for an individual forecast; soil conditions are ini-
tially identical but evolve in the WRF integrations. Land-surface
uncertainty is included via perturbations imposed to individual
land-cover categories, as described in detail in Hacker et al.
(2011). Here the land-surface perturbations are simply addi-
tional sources of noise in the ensemble.

We next describe model perturbations constructed by altering
a few parameters in the control physics suite, which is that of
member six in table 1 of Hacker et al. (2011). One cannot hope
to explore perturbing all uncertain parameters in the model,
especially in this initial study. The choices here resulted from
conversations with model and parametrization developers, and
we cannot claim to have chosen the parameters eliciting the most
sensitivity possible.

Perturbing many parameters need not lead to qualitatively
different or even larger variations in the model solutions, since
multiple parameter settings may produce the same output from
a physical parametrization. Posselt and Vukećević (2010) found
this behaviour when microphysical parameters were varied in
single-column cloud model, and Alapaty et al. (1997) found the
same with parameters in a boundary-layer (PBL) model. We
therefore choose to perturb only a single parameter in each of

four physical parametrizations: those for cumulus convection,
the PBL, microphysics and short-wave radiation.

2.1. Description of parameters

Table 1 summarizes the set of parameters perturbed for this ex-
periment and the distributions initially specified for each. The
Kain–Fritsch (KF) scheme is a mass-flux cumulus parametriza-
tion that contains an entraining and detraining plume model.
Its origins are documented in Fritsch and Chappel (1980), Kain
and Fritsch (1990) described modifications to the plume model,
and Kain (2004) describes further modifications. Its solution
is sensitive to the parameter describing the subgrid-cloud ra-
dius (R), which controls the maximum possible entrainment rate
in the plume model. Originally, R was specified as a constant,
but more recent versions consider it a diagnostic variable. Kain
(2004) states that ‘we have little or no skill in actually predict-
ing what the horizontal dimensions of convective clouds in the
atmosphere will be’.

Currently, R is parametrized as a function of W KL = wg $
c(ZLCL), where wg is an approximate resolved vertical veloc-
ity near the lifting condensation level (LCL) and c(ZLCL) is
a threshold vertical velocity that depends on the height of the
LCL. W KL is used in computing a temperature perturbation for
the trigger function in the KF scheme. R can take a value of
1000 (W KL < 1000), 1000 + W KL/10 (1000 % W KL % 2000)
or 2000 m (W KL > 2000). We represent uncertainty in R with
an additive perturbation drawn from the distribution described
in Table 1. This perturbation is fundamentally different from
the others because it is added onto a time-dependent diagnostic
variable.

The Yonsei University (YSU) boundary-layer scheme is an
extension of the scheme first developed by Troen and Mahrt
(1986), based on K-theory with a counter-gradient mixing term
and later updated by Hong and Pan (1996). Noh et al. (2003)
modified the mixing profile to include explicit treatment of the
entrainment rate at the top of the mixed PBL. The entrainment
rate is a function of a coefficient AR and a velocity scale, where
the functional form of the velocity scale changes between states
of free-convection and the presence of shear. Noh et al. (2003)
recommends a value of AR = 0.15 based on LES experiments,
agreeing with Moeng and Sullivan (1994). From qualitative

Table 1. Parameters or variables chosen for the perturbation experiments, with descriptions of the initial distributions assigned

Scheme Parameter Units Min Mean Max Distribution

KF !R m $300 0 300 "(6, 6)
YSU AR None 0.1 0.15 0.3 "(2, 6)
WSM5 N0 m$4 2 & 106 8 & 106 2 & 109 "(1.5, 6)
Dudhia #CA m2 kg$1 2 & 10$6 1 & 10$5 2 & 10$5 "(4.8, 6)

Note: See text for a description of each parameter.
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arguments, Ball (1960) suggests 0.1 % AR % 0.3, which we
adopt to define the distribution for drawing perturbations.

Hong et al. (2004) details the WRF Single-Moment Five-class
(WSM5) microphysics scheme. Water vapour, rain, snow, cloud
ice and cloud liquid water are handled separately, and super-
cooled water is permitted. Properties of these single-moment
schemes are sensitive to specifications of rain-drop and ice-
particle size distributions. Although it may elicit less sensitivity
during the winter over the continental United State, we choose to
perturb the intercept parameter in the exponential rain drop-size
distribution. The intercept parameter (N 0) is almost universally
taken to be 8 & 106 m$4, following the results of Marshall
and Palmer (1948). But observational studies show that N 0 can
vary by at least an order of magnitude (e.g. Waldvogel, 1974;
Sauvageot and Lacaux, 1995).

Dudhia (1989) describes the short-wave radiative transfer
model used here. It is a simple downward integration of solar
flux, accounting for water vapour and cloud absorption, cloud
albedo and clear-air scattering. The percentage of solar irradi-
ance scattered in a model layer is directly proportional to the
layer-integrated density of the dry air and the scattering param-
eter #CA. The WRF default value is 1 & 10$5 m2 kg$1, but in
reality depends on the local composition of atmospheric con-
stituents.

First-order sensitivity to each parameter can be predicted from
the parametrization equations as follows.

(i) Greater low-level vertical velocity in the resolved dynam-
ics leads to a greater R in the KF scheme, and thus a lower value
of maximum entrainment rate. R is inversely related to updraft
dilution, and affects the vertical redistribution of heat, moisture
and momentum in the closure.

(ii) PBL entrainment rate is directly proportional to AR in the
YSU scheme. Greater entrainment will promote PBL growth,
and warm and dry the well-mixed PBL as free-tropospheric air
is mixed downward.

(iii) The intercept parameter for rain in the WSM5 (as is
typical for microphysics) directly influences the entire drop-size
distribution for a given rain water content. The slope of the
distribution is proportional to the intercept; decreasing N 0 shifts
the mean concentration toward larger drops, and increasing N 0

shifts it toward smaller drops. To first-order, the rain rate will
also shift proportionally to N 0.

(iv) The effects of more or less clear-air scattering in the
Dudhia short-wave scheme are obvious. Less scattering leads to
more direct solar irradiance at the tops of clouds and the surface,
and vice versa.

Although the first-order effects of each of the parameter per-
turbations can be predicted, it is not clear that these approaches
will lead to biases in the model solutions. Linear compensating
effects and non-linear processes may play a role in propagating
the parameter perturbations through the model state in complex

ways that are difficult to predict. The analysis in Sections 4 and
5 addresses this issue.

In a small set of sensitivity experiments (not shown), we ran
the WRF with single parameters set to either the minimum or
maximum value shown in Table 1. Difference maps at multiple
forecast lead times provide a measure of the maximum sensi-
tivity possible from single-parameter perturbations within the
specified distributions. Looking primarily at surface variables
(2-m temperature and water vapour, 10-m winds), the magni-
tudes in the difference fields did not depend strongly on the
parameter varied. This suggests the potential for similar con-
tributions to ensemble spread from each parameter. Conversely,
details in the difference field were sensitive to the parameter cho-
sen, suggesting that each parameter can affect ensemble spread
independently.

2.2. Parameter selection

The parameters form a vector (!R, AR, N 0, #CA), spanning the
parameter space for this experiment. Lacking a priori knowledge
of the broader effects of each parameter on the forecasts, our goal
is to fill this parameter space with points that are nearly equally
distant from each other.

One technique for this space-filling problem is modified Latin
Hypercube Sampling (LHS). The experiment design is based on
the hypothesis that the model solution resulting from any possi-
ble set of parameter values within the assigned limits is equally
likely. To select the sets of parameters we assume: (1) each pa-
rameter can take any value within the specified distribution and
(2) each parameter is independent from the others. A reason-
able approach within this framework is to spread the parameter
vectors evenly throughout the parameter space. LHS, with the
additional constraint that the mean distance between points is
nearly maximum, achieves this.

We refer the interested reader to Santer and Williams (2003)
for details on maximum distance LHS, and here simply state that
it satisfies our goal. LHS works directly in a normalized space
so that draws in a four-dimensional space are made with each
dimension as U(0.5, 1), and then the logistic transformation puts
each draw into the appropriate " distribution. We verified our
implementation by selecting 1000 sets and plotting the resulting
distributions, successfully recovering the assigned " and con-
firming that the draw of each parameter is independent. Scatter
plots between all possible pairs of parameters in 10 draws of the
parameter vector (Fig. 1) show that the space is filled and the
parameters are independent from one another.

After transforming the points in Fig. 1 to sets of parameter val-
ues, we ran a preliminary experiment with one month of ensem-
ble forecasts in an east-Asian domain. Each set was assigned to
a single ensemble member, and held constant throughout the ex-
periment. We have no reason to believe that these values should
be constant in time, but the appropriate temporal evolution is
unknown.
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Fig. 1. Joint distributions for pairs of
random-uniform draws using Latin
Hypercube Sampling. These values are
transformed to the distributions described in
Table 1.

Examination of ensemble spread suggested limited impact
from the parameters, compared to the spread introduced from
initial and LBCs. Further metrics suggested nearly undetectable
systematic relationships between parameter values and fore-
casts. As described next, broadening the parameter distributions
provides both a test for linearity, and also new parameter sets
used in the analysis.

2.3. Parameter scaling tests for linearity

Ensemble spread will scale with parameter-perturbation magni-
tude if linear responses are dominant. Analysis of preliminary
experiments (not shown) did not reveal systematically mono-
tonic relationships between parameters and predictions. But it
is possible that the sets of perturbations drawn from the dis-
tributions in Table 1 were too small to easily extract a linear
signal when the ensemble is subject to other sources that force
variability.

The experiment presented in this section uses ensemble spread
to test for linearity over a wider range of parameter values.
Results shown are from a month-long (28 forecasts) experiment
on a domain centred over the Korean Peninsula but with the
same model configurations; the results of this test should not
change qualitatively with the location or test period.

To choose new parameter ranges, we scale the parameter dis-
tributions by comparing the spreads of the multiparameter en-
semble and a multiphysics ensemble (ensemble Phys in Hacker
et al., 2011). Spatially averaged ensemble spread (variance) is
dominated by large-scales, which are primarily controlled by

the GEFS ensemble used for LBCs. We can assume spread from
the different sources is additive, and make use of a single-model
ensemble that directly downscales the GEFS ensemble (Cntl in
Hacker et al., 2011). The ratios of spread in addition to Cntl is

#2 =
$ 2

Phys $ $ 2
Cntl

$ 2
Param $ $ 2

Cntl

, (1)

where Phys denotes the multiphysics ensemble and Param de-
notes the multiparameter ensemble. Values of $ 2 for each
lead time are computed as gridpoint ensemble variance aver-
aged over the domain and forecasts. Before computing spreads,
experiment-mean forecast fields for each forecast lead time and
member are subtracted so that different model biases do not
contribute to spread.

Values of # are shown in Fig. 2 . The average of #2 from 6–
48 h leads to # ' 7.5, which is used to scale the parameter dis-
tributions. For simplicity, we treat the distributions as if they are
Gaussian (logarithms are used for N 0 to make it more Gaussian-
like), and scale the variance of the parameters. Because it is
impossible to scale the variances by a factor of 7.52 with only
10 members and the bounds in Table 1, parameter bounds for
!R, AR and #CA are adjusted to the values in Table 2. The re-
sults from scaling, compared to the original parameter values,
are shown in Fig. 3. Rerunning the experiment with the expanded
parameter ranges does not compromise model stability.

Spreads after subtracting $ 2
Cntl, computed from ensembles run

with the new parameter values, show that the spread does not
scale with the spread in the parameter distributions (Fig. 4). For
comparison, the spread predicted by the linear assumption and
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Fig. 2. Square-root of the ratios of multiphysics ensemble spread to
multiparameter ensemble spreads after subtracting the spread of the
single-model ensemble Cntl (eq. 1).

Table 2. Expanded parameter bounds, needed to scale up the
parameter distribution variance according to the experiments in
Section 2.3

Scheme Parameter Units Min Max

KF !R m $999 999
YSU AR None 0.05 0.35
WSM5 N0 m$4 26 2 & 109

Dudhia #CA m2 kg$1 2 & 10$7 2.5 & 10$5

Note: Minima and maxima can be compared to those in Table 1, and
are used in the remaining analysis.

# is also shown in Fig. 4 with a thin dashed curve. Spreads
increase with the parameter scaling most of the time, but do not
approach predicted values.

The scaling test performed here shows that a wider distribu-
tion of parameters can increase the spread, but spread does not
increase according to a linear relationship between the param-
eters and the forecasts. We conclude that a linear response is
generally not evident over a broad parameter range, and further
investigate distinguishability and monotonicity in Sections 4
and 5.

3. Sensitivity to parameter perturbations

A probabilistic verification of this ensemble is presented in
Hacker et al. (2011), where is it called Param. It is shown
to be less skilful than an ensemble using multiple physical
parametrization schemes, but more skilful than an ensemble
with no variations in the mesoscale model (i.e. a direct dynam-
ical downscaling of the GEFS ensemble, called Cntl in Hacker
et al., 2011). For the purposes of the present work, it is suffi-
cient to know that parameter perturbations do not produce an

ensemble inferior to Cntl. To gain further intuition about the
effects of parameter perturbations, we examine forecast differ-
ences from perturbing the individual parameters, evaluate the
ensemble spread introduced from parameter distributions rela-
tive to Cntl, and provide an example of that spread.

We can quantify the effect of perturbing individual param-
eters with either the minimum or maximum value of a single
parameter (Table 2) to provide context for runs with multiple
parameter perturbations. 12 forecast periods, each initialized at
00 UTC and separated by 5 d, provide a range of synoptic condi-
tions while keeping computational requirements to a minimum.
Meridional wind anomalies suggest baroclinic systems over the
continental United States during 6 of the 12 forecasts. One of
each of the four parameters is given its minimum or maximum
value, for a total of eight model perturbations applied to each
forecast period. All of the forecasts in these ‘ensembles’ use
the same initial and LBCs, thereby isolating the effect of an
individual parameter. Tests are on the the domain analysed in
the remainder of this paper, over the continental United States,
providing information somewhat independent from the scaling
tests over Asia.

Mean absolute differences (MAD) between two forecasts with
perturbations to an individual parameter show that although im-
portant differences can be identified, each parameter is capable
of producing a response that is usually the same order of magni-
tude as the other parameters (Fig. 5). The parameter #SC, which
is inversely proportional to solar insolation at the surface, pro-
duces a diurnal cycle most obvious for 2-m temperature; less
diurnal variability is apparent for 10-m wind speed and 2-m
water–vapour mixing ratio. Note here, that the wind speed MAD
is not the length of the vector difference, which would be greater.
The 00 UTC initialization time delays most of the effects until
12-h later, the following morning. Parameter AR, controlling en-
trainment in the convective PBL, produces a smaller-amplitude
diurnal variation in the MAD. Compared to #SC, AR perturba-
tions produce differences in near-surface conditions that appear
to persist more through the night. At the 00 UTC initialization
time the PBL can still be convective over parts of the United
States (e.g. the Southwestern deserts), and the effects can be
felt immediately. Perturbations to parameters !R, AR and N 0

produce similar-magnitude responses, except from precipitation
accumulated during the forecast. Neither AR nor #SC perturba-
tions contribute much to precipitation differences during the few
remaining daylight hours immediately following initialization.
Parameters that act directly on cloud processes (N 0 and R) act
much more quickly during that period, and it is not until the
following day that parameters AR and #SC produce noticeable
precipitation differences.

Forecast spread resulting from simultaneously perturbing all
four parameters can be evaluated with reference to the individual
parameter results presented above. The model runs supporting
the analysis above lack uncertainty from other sources, and the
response to parameter perturbations in an ensemble system with
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Fig. 3. Original parameter values
corresponding to distributions specified in
Table 1 (black) and parameter values after
scaling the distributions by # (white). Values
are sorted for presentation.

Fig. 4. Ensemble spreads after subtracting
the spread of the downscaled ensemble Cntl
(no model perturbations). Plotted are spreads
resulting from the original parameter
distributions (inverted triangle), spreads
predicted by applying the scaling parameter
# to the original spread (thin dashed) and
spreads resulting from running the
experiment with the scaled parameter
distributions (squares). Results are shown for
(a) 2-m temperature, (b) 2-m water vapour
mixing ratio, (c) 10-m winds and (d)
accumulated precipitation.

additional sources of variability will be more difficult to de-
tect. Because we are interested in the more typical case of an
ensemble forecast system influenced by other perturbations, we
consider the ensemble subject to large-scale initial and boundary
condition variability from the global ensemble. The following
analysis uses 64 ensemble forecasts and includes initialization
at both 00 and 12 UTC.

Figure 6 shows that parameter perturbations increase spread
compared to a single-model ensemble, with relative increases
up to approximately 30% for 2-m temperature. Parameter per-
turbations induce a faster growth in spread during the first
12 h, and subsequent growth rates are similar. Additional spread
from parameter perturbations is broadly similar in magnitude

to the 12-h MAD seen in Fig. 5, except that 10-m wind speed
is negligibly affected and the additional spread does not con-
tinue to grow throughout the forecast. The experiment-mean
prediction for each ensemble member, lead time and gridpoint
(i.e. the mean field) can be removed to simulate bias removal,
giving the dashed curves in Fig. 6. Negligible differences be-
tween the curves with circles show that each of the Cntl en-
semble members have similar bias, as expected. Land-surface
property perturbations also have a negligible effect on domain-
wide biases (not shown).

Greater differences between the curves with inverted triangles
show that local bias removal reduces 2-m temperature spread by
approximately 0.1 K, and water–vapour mixing ratio spread by
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Fig. 5. Mean absolute difference (MAD)
between forecasts resulting when a single
parameter (noted in legend) is perturbed to
either its minimum or maximum value (Table
2). The MADs for (a) 2-m temperature, (b)
2-m water vapour mixing ratio, (c) 10-m
winds and (d) accumulated precipitation are
computed from 12 forecasts. Each forecast is
initialized at 00 UTC during November
2008–January 2009 over the continental
United States, and separated by 5 d.

Fig. 6. Gridpoint ensemble spreads of
predicted (a) 2-m temperature, (b) 2-m
water–vapour mixing ratio, (c) 10-m wind
speed and (d) accumulated precipitation.
Results before (solid) and after (dashed)
removal of the experiment-mean forecast
field from each member. Inverted triangles
denote the multiparameter ensemble and
circles denote the single-model ensemble.

approximately 0.00001 kg3 kg$3. Spread in 10-m wind speed
and accumulated precipitation is affected to a smaller degree.
Removing biases removes more spread from the multiphysics
ensemble than from the multiparameter ensemble (not shown).

An example of ensemble spread in 48-h predictions of 2-m
temperature spread is shown in Fig. 7. Panel (a) shows re-
sults from the multiparameter ensemble and panel (b) shows
results from the single-model (Cntl) ensemble, valid 0000 UTC
16 January 2009. The patterns are broadly similar, but details
differ. Multiple parameters increase spread most notably over
the Rocky Mountains and the west coast. More careful exami-
nation shows that increased spread from parameter perturbations
occurs in the regions of greatest spread in Cntl. We next exam-

ine whether clear systematic forecast differences result from
parameter perturbations.

4. Individual ensemble member
distinguishability

In an ensemble forecast, indistinguishable members are indica-
tive of equally plausible model implementations. This is consis-
tent with the notion that a large number of possibly reasonable
parameter sets exists, and that any one set is subject to uncer-
tainty. Because the parameter sets do not change throughout the
experiment, distinguishable members can be identified by look-
ing at first and second-moment metrics. Predicted state mean
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Fig. 7. Example 2-m temperature ensemble spread valid at 0000 UTC
16 January 2009 (48-h prediction) from the (a) multiparameter
ensemble and (b) single-model ensemble. The grey scale corresponds
to 0–35 K.

and variance, and error mean and variance. Here we show that
with a few exceptions, individual members are not easily iden-
tified with domain-averaged quantities computed from surface
forecasts.

4.1. Dependence of domain mean and variance
on parameters

Consider 64-element samples formed from the domain (spa-
tial) means or variances of all 64 forecasts by each individ-
ual ensemble member and lead time. Differing distributions in-
dicate systematically distinguishable members. Further, if the
differences appear to be a function of parameter values, then
we might attribute those differences to the parameters them-
selves. Box plots (Figs 8–10 ) are useful to gain intuition
about both the systematic behaviour and the variability intro-
duced by LBCs, initialization and case-by-case variability in the
weather.

All models are biased; different means indicate different bi-
ases, and biases near the surface can become apparent quickly.
By showing results for 48-h lead times we ensure that the spatial
means, and in particular the means of the distributions of the spa-
tial means, are attributable to each ensemble member and not the

ICs or any imbalances in initial states. During the research, we
examined results from forecast lead times of 6–60 h, and surface
variables 10-m winds, 2-m temperature and water–vapour mix-
ing ratio, and accumulated precipitation. In nearly all instances,
no relationship between spatial means and parameter values is
evident. Here we show the exceptions.

Domain-mean forecasts with each member indicate that fore-
casts are generally not a monotonic function of parameter AR,
but one outlier in 10-m wind speed (Fig. 8b) is evident. We
expect that a greater entrainment rate will mix more dry free-
tropospheric air, with greater momentum, downward to increase
near-surface winds and decrease humidity. Water–vapour mix-
ing ratio (Fig. 8c) suggests a weak tendency to dry with greater
AR, but the signal may not be robust given the day-to-day vari-
ability among forecasts. Wind speed shows no sign of a trend,
and instead the member perturbed with AR ' 0.18 can be charac-
terized by systematically greater wind speed. This is ensemble
Member 1, which is subject to small parameter perturbations
(i.e. no perturbations near the distribution extremes).

For comparison, Fig. 9 shows spatial-mean predictions versus
#SC. The nearly monotonic temperature variation in Fig. 9a is the
clearest indication we could find that individual parameter vari-
ations can be easily detectable. The median of the spatial-mean
forecasts decreases by more than 1 K when clear-air scattering
increases by two-orders of magnitude. The distributions show
large overlap; we cannot say whether the relationship is robust
although it appears possible. In Fig. 9b, the member with large
wind speeds is again Member 1, and no other relationship with
wind speed is apparent. Plots of spatial-mean 10-m wind speed
against the other parameters (omitted) also reveal Member 1 as
an outlier.

A parameter that changes the behaviour of a model could also
change the spatial variance of predictions, but Fig. 10 shows that
these parameter perturbations have no noticeable effect. This re-
sult may at first be expected because no stochasticity is directly
introduced. But the parameters can possibly change forcing in
the model and excite modes not present with the default param-
eter set. A simple example is the change in variance observed
when changing the value of the constant forcing parameter F in
the Lorenz (1963) three-variable model often used as a proxy
for atmospheric dynamics.

Comparing spatial means or variances to parameter values
cannot prove a causal relationship, but the lack of any system-
atic dependence of the predictions on the parameter values can
reject one. We could not find robust evidence to suggest a re-
lationship between parameter values and predictions. Viewing
the predictions against a single parameter treats other sources
of uncertainty as noise. Completing the same analysis for the
land-use perturbations (not shown), we find again that Mem-
ber 1 stands out in wind speed, but no other relationships are
detectable.

We conclude that within the noise introduced via the GEFS,
ICs and LBCs, and the weather itself, members are not
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Fig. 8. Distributions of 48-h spatial-mean surface predictions versus AR parameter values: (a) 2-m temperature, (b) 10-m wind speed, (c) 2-m water
vapour mixing ratio and (d) accumulated precipitation. Boxes show lower quartile, median and upper quartile. Whiskers show 1.5 times the
interquartile range, and + signs denote outliers. Parameter values are indicated in the text along the bottom; values are sorted for presentation.

Fig. 9. Same as Fig. 8 but for #CA & 105 parameter values.

readily distinguishable from domain-mean quantities. We note
that other recent studies (e.g. Nielsen-Gammon et al., 2010)
have taken a more local approach by dividing up a domain
into regions a priori. One example is to take averages of only
points over land or only over water. Instead our goal is to iden-
tify domain-wide systematic differences. We make no a priori
assumptions about the spatial extent over which a parameter

should be varied, and choose to keep the approach as general as
possible.

4.2. Individual-member near surface errors

Somewhat related to the distributions of the states shown
above, error (observation minus forecast) distributions can be
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Fig. 10. Same as Fig. 8 but for spatial-variance of surface predictions.

summarized (e.g. with RMSE). The result is both an indication
of distinguishability and also determination of whether a partic-
ular parameter set leads to an inferior model. In the last section,
Member 1 was shown to be an outlier. Comparison to observa-
tions can show whether its error is greater than or less than the
other members.

Member 1 is distinguishably deficient in predicting 10-m wind
speed, but classifying any other members as deficient with these
metrics would be difficult. Member 1 shows much greater sur-
face wind-speed error than the other members (Fig. 11a) , but
errors in 2-m temperature (Fig. 11b) lie within the cluster of
ensemble-member errors. Use of approximately 1.5 & 105 ob-
servations at each lead time results in negligibly small 95%
confidence intervals for the RMSE values, and all error levels in
Fig. 11 can be considered meaningful. Wind errors are, at most,
approximately 23% greater for Member 1 than for the best mem-
ber. Temperature errors for the worst-performing member (not
Member 1 for temperature) are, at most, approximately 10%
greater than errors for the best-performing member. Differences
among the other members are generally small for both variables.
It is possible that another member may appear deficient if a more
extensive verification were completed, but the full distributions
such as those shown in Figs 8–10, would suggest that this is
unlikely.

Although an explanation for the unique behaviour of Member
1 eludes us, we can rule out parameter perturbations as the
cause. Member 1 is also an outlier in 10-m wind speeds for the
ensemble that is directly downscaled from the global ensemble.
The design of the global ensemble should prevent the skill of
the directly downscaled Member 1 from being systematically
different from the others. Member 1 also uses default land-

Fig. 11. RMSE of (a) 10-m wind speed and (b) 2-m temperature for
each perturbed-parameter ensemble member. The solid curves show
results for ensemble Member 1.

surface characteristics, and it would seem highly unlikely that
random perturbations applied to the other nine members all result
in improved predictions.

5. Local relationships

Prior sections sought systematic responses by relating distribu-
tion means (errors or state) to parameters or sets of parameters.
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Those results showed that a domain-wide systematic response
is lacking. Model states may exhibit stronger relationships to
parameter distributions that are local in time or space, without
showing a response in the mean states or mean errors. Parameter
dependence can, for example, average to zero over many times
and gridpoints. Here we quantify the dependence of individual
model state elements on parameter values.

To evaluate strength of parameter–state relationships we
choose the rank (Spearman) correlation rather than the linear
(Pearson) correlation for several reason. A rank correlation be-
tween an individual state variable and individual parameter near
±1 indicates a monotonic relationship and is not restricted to
a linear relationship. Because parameter distributions are non-
Gaussian and many predictions (notably wind speed and precip-
itation) are non-Gaussian, we do not expect a general linear rela-
tionship. The presence of additional sources of noise may hinder
detection of a linear signal even if it underlies the process. Rank
correlations are also resistant to outliers. One drawback to rank
correlations is that they cannot be used to evaluate sensitivities
as defined by Torn and Hakim (2008). High rank correlations do
not guarantee high sensitivities but rather are an indication of a
signal that can be exploited using transformations or non-linear
methods.

To be confident in the results we test against the statistical
null hypothesis that correlations are not present. For a single hy-
pothesis test the null hypothesis can be rejected with confidence
# = 1 $ p provided by the p-value, which is the probability that
a correlation is at least as high as computed. Rank-correlation
p-values are computed using permutations of the data to empir-
ically measure the probability that the correlation magnitude is
equal to, or greater than, the measured correlation.

Many simultaneous hypothesis tests, such as for the single
forecast of a discrete field at n = Nx & Ny = 11956 gridded
points here, results in a distribution of n p-values. Regions may
appear to demonstrate meaningful parameter–state correlations
when in truth they do not (e.g. Livezey and Chen, 1983). We
therefore need a test on the correlation field, to complement
tests on individual correlations.

False discovery rate (FDR) techniques attempt to test the sig-
nificance of the field as a whole. The expected value of the
binomial distribution of correlations (a correlation is either sig-
nificant or not) is np, so here we can expect to find p % 0.20 (an
easy test) in approximately 2400 of our tests if the null hypoth-
esis of no correlation is always true. We follow the approach
of Benjamini and Hochberg (1995), and the goal is to control
the number of low p-values that arise by chance and suggest
high confidence in the results. We will allow false detection of
correlations at nominal rate q. The Benjamini and Hochberg
(1995) method assumes spatial independence, but Ventura et al.
(2004) and Wilks (2006) found that the algorithm performs well
for spatially correlated data, and Wilks (2006) showed that q is
equivalent to a field significance. In the case of spatially corre-
lated data, it leads to a higher false detection rate than expected

Table 3. Maximum rate of significant correlations (per cent of
domain) estimated for each parameter and state variable pair, using a
false-discovery rate of 20%

T 2 Spd10 Q2 Accum. Precip

R 5.09 4.12 1.46 0.53
AR 1.36 1.40 1.01 2.89
N0 9.64 2.26 10.88 0.46
#SC 3.62 0.74 1.87 0.27

Note: Maxima are found in the set of all forecast cases and forecast
lead times.

Fig. 12. Rates (per cent of domain) of significant rank correlations
between 2-m water–vapour mixing ratio and parameter N0

(microphysics scheme), as a function of forecast lead time and
initialization date. 2-m water–vapour mixing ratio and parameter N0

show the greatest rate of significant rank correlations in a forecast of
any parameter–state pair in this study.

from the chosen value of q, and in our case identifies more in-
stances of significant parameter–state correlations than might
actually be present.

Choosing q = 0.20 because of the small sample size of 10
in each correlation and our desire to be permissive, we use the
Benjamini and Hochberg (1995) approach for determining sig-
nificance of every parameter–state correlation map. The rate of
significance is then nH/n, where nH is the number of significant
correlations in each map with n gridpoints. With q = 0.20, it can
be interpreted as the fraction of the domain with rank correla-
tions greater than could be expected to arise by chance less than
20% of the time. The maxima among all forecasts are shown in
Table 3.

Correlations for 2-m water vapour mixing ratio and N 0 (mi-
crophysics scheme) are most meaningful under this permissive
test. Figure 12 shows significance rates as a function of lead
time and initialization date; the 36-h prediction initialized 0000
UTC 11 December 2008 (i.e. valid at 12 UTC 12 December)
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Fig. 13. Map of absolute value of 2-m water–vapour mixing ratio and
parameter N0 (microphysics scheme) rank correlation coefficients that
pass the significance test, valid for a 36-h lead time at 1200 UTC 12
December 2008. This particular forecast and parameter–state pair show
the greatest rates of significant correlations of any in this study.

leads to the greatest rate of significant correlations, with a rate
equal to 10.88%. Figure 13 shows the absolute value of the sig-
nificant correlation coefficients. White regions do not pass the
significance test. The large swath of high correlation across the
Eastern United States and off-shore was forecast to receive pre-
cipitation during the 24-h period between 12 UTC 11 December
and 12 UTC 12 December, explaining the region of high rank
correlation. Most forecasts show no significant correlations at
any lead time.

Analysis with the linear (Pearson) correlation coefficient,
which assumes a Gaussian distributions, justifies our choice
of rank correlation coefficient. Significance rates are slightly
greater for the linear correlations than the rank correlations.
Correlations between 2-m water–vapour mixing ratio speed and
N 0 are intermittent, but give the greatest instantaneous signifi-
cance rates. Examination of significant locations and times show
that the correlations are artificial, and high correlations and sig-
nificance often result from the outlier Member 1.

One remaining possibility is that the ensemble of 10 mem-
bers is too small to provide meaningful correlations. Analysis
of 12, 100-member ensemble initialized at 00 UTC every fifth
day beginning 21 November 2008 suggests that larger ensem-
bles lead to the same broad conclusions, although slightly more
optimistic. These are the same forecast cases as were used for
the experiments with individual parameter perturbations, when
about half of the forecast periods appear influenced by baroclinic
systems. LHS is used to draw 100 parameter sets. No additional
land-use perturbations or global ensemble members for LBCs

were used here, so variability attributable to those sources is the
same as for the 10-member ensembles.

Among those 12 forecasts, one forecast produced significance
rates of 13.5% for rank correlations between R (Cu scheme)
and 2-m water–vapour mixing ratio. Rank correlations between
AR (PBL scheme) and both 2-m temperature and water–vapour
mixing ratio reached 10% or greater during the first 6 h of
forecasts initialized 1 and 5 December 2008; cold fronts prop-
agated through the eastern United States during both forecasts,
but only the one. December 2008 forecast contained widespread
precipitation. Significance rates were below 1% in all of the
other forecast periods. These results suggest that a higher rate
of significance may be possible with a larger ensemble. But the
number of forecasts with higher rates appears small enough to
be described as intermittent.

Detecting relationships between these four parameters should
not require an ensemble size much greater than those used suc-
cessfully in ensemble data assimilation. A large body of liter-
ature demonstrates empirically that ensembles containing tens
of members can be effective, indicating that robust linear rela-
tionships between state variables can be estimated from them.
Formally, the system dimensionality increases by four with
the addition of four parameters that vary. Thus only a small
increase in the ensemble size may be needed. A 100-member
ensemble would seem large enough, especially if a suitable co-
variance localization could be applied.

We conclude from this analysis that intermittently significant
correlations can occur within these 10- and 100-member ensem-
bles, but most often the null hypothesis of no correlation cannot
be confidently rejected. In at least a few cases, approximately
10% of the domain shows significantly correlated structures that
could occur by chance less than 20% of the time. In those in-
termittent instances of significant correlations, Fig. 13 suggests
that the parameter may need to be modelled with complicated
spatial structure to be estimated.

This analysis cannot formally eliminate the possibility that
significant correlations exist at a greater rate, but that they
are hidden because of other noise in the ensemble predic-
tions. A high rate of smaller-magnitude correlations, that can-
not pass significance tests, exist. But qualitatively obvious rela-
tionships are difficult to find with examination of individual
joint parameter–state distributions, which instead look more
random and appear consistent with the field-significance test
results.

These results may not extend to all parameters in a model,
and to all state variables in a prediction. Here we focus on a
few parameters to make analysis tractable, and on surface pre-
dictions because the Earth’s surface has reasonably high-density
observing networks and could support future work. Certainly
other authors have found evidence of the potential for parameter
estimation. But the task of finding parameters that are meaning-
fully correlated, and then estimating the appropriate number of
degrees of freedom in each, may prove difficult.
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6. Summary and discussion

This work sought to evaluate ensemble response to parameter
variations, understand whether reasonable parameter variations
are likely to result in an inferior model, and characterize statisti-
cal relationships between parameter values and predicted states.
Unique independent sets of four parameters were drawn with
a space-filling design, and 64 10-member ensemble predictions
were analysed for a response to the parameter sets. Near-surface
errors of the individual members were computed to determine
whether any particular parameter set produced an inferior model
distinguishable by large errors. We examined domain mean and
spatial variances of each member to find distinguishable sys-
tematic traits of the predictions. Rank correlations between pa-
rameters and individual ensemble predictions were analysed for
significance while controlling the FDR for correlation. Principal
findings from the analysis can be summarized as follows.

(i) Nine of the 10 parameter sets produced models with
indistinguishable distributions of forecast spatial means and
variances. Member 1 was distinguishable in 10-m wind speed
(Figs 8–10), but we can rule out the parameters as the cause.

(ii) Nine of the 10 parameter sets produced models with sim-
ilar near-surface RMSE. Member 1 was an outlier and charac-
terized by large 10-m wind-speed errors (Fig. 11).

(iii) Transient responses with significant rank correlations
were found, suggesting that parameter estimation may be in-
termittently successful with linear methods, but in general
parameter–state rank correlations at rates greater than could
happen by chance less than 20% of the time were unusual
(Figs 12–13).

(iv) Larger ensembles (100 members) may lead to slightly
greater significance rates, but the broader conclusions remain
intact.

We cannot rule out the existence of non-linear or noisy cor-
relations between parameters and predictions. Weak and noisy
correlations challenge current data assimilation algorithms, but
do not eliminate the possibility of successful estimation. In a
data assimilation system, correlations between predicted ob-
servations and model state variables will be weaker than the
correlations examined here. Some challenges, such as sampling
error leading to spurious correlations, are unique to ensemble fil-
ter data assimilation systems. Variational approaches may more
successfully exploit weaker correlations.

Considering the possibility of non-linear relationships be-
tween parameters and forecasts could lead to clearer signal ex-
traction from these experiments. The experiments here avoid
linear relationship amongst parameters, and seek linear and
monotonic relationships between parameters and predictions.
Non-linear techniques proposed by Jackson et al. (2004) and
Sanderson et al. (2008), for example, may extend to NWP and
experiments similar to the present one. Jackson et al. (2004)
propose a method based on simulated annealing to converge

on parameter probability density functions for climate mod-
els, and show that convergence is possible with order 102–103

model simulations. Certainly climateprediction.net is capable of
that many simulations. Sanderson et al. (2008) exploited cli-
mateprediction.net simulations to map non-linear responses, at-
tributable to individual parameters, from thousands of simula-
tions subject to 15 simultaneous parameter perturbations. More
work is needed to evaluate the feasibility of these approaches in
an NWP context.

Recently Nielsen-Gammon et al. (2010) perturbed individual
parameters and found more evidence of stronger correlations
than we found. They examined daytime convective PBL-scheme
parameters and PBL profile predictions during August over the
southern United States; PBL convection is more active in their
study than in this winter-time study. Their single-parameter per-
turbation experiments suggest that estimating single parameter
may be relatively easy. Our results suggest that simultaneous
multiple-parameter estimation may be more difficult with the lin-
ear approaches used here and in Nielsen-Gammon et al. (2010).
Difficulty in distinguishing responses attributable to individual
parameters when multiple parameters are perturbed is consis-
tent with Alapaty et al. (1997), who found that when multiple
land-surface parameters were varied the PBL was insensitive
to any one parameter. Tong and Xue (2008) and Posselt and
Vukećević (2010) also found parameter estimation difficult when
multiple parameters were perturbed. Results from Alapaty et al.
(1997), Tong and Xue (2008), Posselt and Vukećević (2010)
and Nielsen-Gammon et al. (2010) imply that single-parameter
estimation experiments may be most effective; many numerical
simulations are required to first find, and later individually es-
timate, parameters. Considering the number of parameters in a
typical mesoscale model implementation, the cost may be pro-
hibitive for many applications. Costs are even greater than they
initially appear because parameter values estimated within one
model, domain, and time frame may not be appropriate for an-
other.

The lack of domain-wide systematic responses to parame-
ters also suggests that time-dependent parameter values (e.g.
that might result from imposing a stochastic process on them)
are not necessary for purposes of representing parameter un-
certainty in an ensemble prediction system. Although empirical
evidence suggests parameter perturbations by themselves are
not enough to simulate model uncertainty, they may be useful in
specific implementations to augment other methods for model
uncertainty representation (Bowler et al., 2008; Hacker et al.,
2011). A more thorough examination of higher-order statistical
moments is needed.

In a coarser-resolution global model, Rodwell and Palmer
(2007) found that physics tendencies linearly varied with pa-
rameter values during the first 6 h (12 time steps in their model).
The effects of a parameter perturbation, or of combining param-
eter perturbations, could then be predicted at short time scales.
Results from the present experiments are qualitatively consistent
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for all lead times greater than 6 h (we did not look at shorter
times), and systematic linear responses at 6 h appear generally
absent. Faster space and time scales in this mesoscale model
may be the cause. For effective mesoscale parameter estimation,
assimilation may need to be more frequent than 6 h.
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